We present a reference review of diffractive results from CDF forpp collisions at √ s = 540, 630, 1800, and 1960 GeV at the Tevatron, published in 19 PRL/PRD papers from 1994 to 2012. Both soft and hard diffractive results are included for single and/or double dissociation, central diffraction or double Pomeron exchange (where both the proton and antiproton remain intact), multi-gap diffraction (a combination of single and double dissociation), elastic scattering, and the total cross-section, which through the optical theorem is related to the imaginary part of the forward elastic scattering amplitude. In each review, we include the comparisons made by CDF with theoretical predictions.
Introduction
We present a reference review of the diffractive results published by the CDF Collaboration (CDF) using data collected during Tevatron Collider operations.
The order of presentation of the papers in this review does not follow the chronological order of publication, but is rather organized by the class of physics processes studied. This format has been chosen in order to provide a better understanding of the interrelationships between papers in the same physics class.
The review addresses the following physics processes:
I Elastic and Total Cross-Sections; II Soft Diffraction; III Hard Diffraction;
A Single/Double Diffraction, B Hard Central Diffraction/Double Pomeron Exchange (DPE), C Rapidity Gaps Between Jets.
For each paper, we present a brief description of the important findings and their physics significance, and in most cases we include figures showing the key results.
I. Elastic and total cross-sections
(1) Measurement of small angle antiproton-proton elastic scattering at √ s = 546 and 1800 GeV (1994).
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(2) Measurement of the antiproton-proton total cross-section at √ s = 546 and 1800 GeV (1994). Antiproton-proton elastic scattering was measured at energies of √ s = 546 and 1800 GeV in the range of four-momentum transfer squared 0.025 < −t < 0.29 GeV 2 . The data are well described by the exponential form e bt with a slope b = 15.28 ± 0.58 (16.98 ± 0.25 GeV −2 ) at √ s = 1800 (546) GeV. The measured elastic scattering cross-sections are, respectively, σ el = 12.87 ± 0.30 and 19.70 ± 0.75 mb.
It is recommended that this paper be read together with the papers of the antiproton-proton total cross-section, I (2), and single diffraction dissociation, I (3), as there are common analysis issues and cross-references among all three papers.
I (2) :
Measurement of the antiproton-proton total cross-section at √ s = 546 and 1800 GeV (1994)
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In this paper, CDF reports a measurement of the proton-antiproton total crosssection σ T at energies of √ s = 546 and 1800 GeV. Using the luminosity-independent method, values of σ T = 61.26 ± 0.93 mb at √ s = 546 GeV and 80.03 ± 0.24 mb at 1800 GeV were obtained. In this energy range, the ratio σ el /σ T increases from 0.201 ± 0.002 to 0.246 ± 0.004.
In order to understand the data analysis that led to the results presented in this paper, one should also read the papers of antiproton-proton elastic scattering, I (1), and single diffraction dissociation, I (3), as there are common issues and cross-references among all these three papers.
I (3) :
Measurement ofpp single diffraction dissociation at √ s = 546 and 1800 GeV (1994) 3 Results form measurements of the diffraction dissociation differential cross-section d 2 σ SD /dM 2 dt forpp →pX at √ s = 546 and 1800 GeV, M 2 /s < 2, and 0 ≤ −t ≤ 0.4 GeV 2 are reported. The results are compared to theoretical predictions and to extrapolations from experimental results at lower energies. This paper should be consulted together with the papers of the measurements of the antiproton-proton elastic scattering, I (1), and the total cross-section, I (2), as there are common data analysis issues among them, the details of which are not presented in each one paper.
II (4) : Double diffraction dissociation at the Fermilab
Tevatron Collider (1995)
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Results are presented from a measurement of double diffraction dissociation in pp collisions at the Fermilab Tevatron collider. The production cross-section for events with a central pseudorapidity gap of width ∆η 0 > 3 (overlapping η = 0) is found to be 4.43 ± 0.02 (stat) ± 1.18 (syst) mb [3.42 ± 0.01 (stat) ± 1.09 (syst) mb] at √ s = 1800 [630] GeV. The results are compared with previous measurements and with predictions based on Regge theory and factorization. Figure 1 is a schematic diagram of the double diffraction dissociation process. In Fig. 2 , the total diffraction dissociation cross-sections σ DD (mb) for ∆η > 3.0, extrapolated from the measured regions to ∆η > 3.0, are compared to the UA5 adjusted results and to Renormalized-Gap (RENORM) predictions (see caption). The fraction of events with a large pseudorapidity gap ∆η within the pseudorapidity region available to the proton dissociation products X inp + p →p + X is presented. For a final statep of fractional momentum loss ξp and four-momentum transfer squared tp within 0.06 < ξp < 0.09 and |tp| < 1.0 [0.2] GeV 2 at √ s = 1800 [630] GeV, the fraction of events with ∆η > 3 is found to be 0.246 ± 0.001 (stat) ± 0.042 (syst) [0.184 ± 0.001 (stat) ± 0.043 (syst)]. They are compared with gap fractions measured in minimum biaspp collisions and with theoretical expectations. Figure 3 is a schematic diagram of the central pseudorapidity gap process. In Fig. 4 A study of the reactionp + p →p + X + Y at √ s = 1800 GeV is presented, wherē p is detected in a RPS and Y is a proton or proton dissociation system of masssquared M 2 Y
GeV
2 . In events with ap of fractional momentum loss 0.035 < ξp < 0.095 and four-momentum transfer squared |tp| < 1.0 GeV 2 , the fractional momentum loss ξ X p of the proton or system Y , evaluated from the momenta of the particles comprising X, behaves as ≈ 1/ξ X p at small ξ . Distribution of proton fractional momentum loss ξ X p , measured from calorimeter and beam-beam counter information, for events with a leadingp of 0.035 < ξ RPS p < 0.095 and |tp| < 1.0 GeV 2 ; the curves are from a Monte Carlo simulation of SD (dotted), DPE (dashed) and total (solid) contributions normalized to the data points; the DPE events were generated for ξp < 0.1.
III A (7) :
Observation of diffractive W-boson production at the Fermilab Tevatron (1997)
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This paper reports the first observation of diffractively produced W bosons. In a sample of W → eν events produced in pp collisions at √ s = 1.8 TeV, an excess of events with a forward rapidity gap is found, which is attributed to diffraction. The probability that this excess is consistent with nondiffractive production is 1.1 × 10 −4 (3.8σ). The relatively low fraction of W + Jet events observed within this excess implies that mainly quarks from the pomeron, which mediates diffraction, participate in W production. The diffractive to nondiffractive W production ratio is found to be R W = (1.15 ± 0.55)%.
Quote from paper: "We searched for a diffractive W signal by analyzing the correlations between the η of the electron, η e , or the sign of its charge, C e , and the multiplicity of one or the other of the Beam-Beam Counters (BBCs). Each event enters into two distributions, one with η e ·η BBC < 0 (angle-correlated) or C e ·η BBC < 0 (charge-correlated), and the other with η e ·η BBC > 0 (angle-anticorrelated) or C e · η BBC > 0 (charge-anticorrelated). A doubly-correlated (anticorrelated) distribution is the BBC multiplicity distribution for events with η e · C e > 0 and η e · η BBC < 0 (η e · η BBC > 0)."
The main result reported in this paper, indicating a gap signal in the diffractive to nondiffractive event ratio, is shown in Fig. 7 . The observation and measurement of the rate of diffractive dijet production at the Fermilab Tevatronpp collider at √ s = 1.8 TeV is reported. In events with two jets of E T > 20 GeV, 1.8 < |η| < 3.5 and η 1 η 2 > 0, it is found that the diffractive to nondiffractive production ratio is R JJ = [0.75 ± 0.05 (stat) ± 0.09 (syst)]%. By comparing this result, in combination with the measured rate for diffractive W boson production reported previously, with predictions based on a hard partonic pomeron structure, the Pomeron gluon fraction is determined to be f g = 0.7 ± 0.2. Figures 8 and 9 show the method of extracting the signal and the physics significance of the results, respectively. In this paper, CDF reports a measurement of the fraction of b-quarks produced diffractively inpp collisions at √ s = 1.8 TeV. Diffraction is identified by the absence of particles in a forward pseudorapidity region. From events with an electron of transverse momentum 9.5 < p e T < 20 GeV within the pseudorapidity region |η| < 1.1, the ratio of diffractive to total b-quark production rates is found to be
. This result is comparable in magnitude to corresponding ratios for W and dijet production, but significantly lower than expectations based on factorization.
In Fig. 10 , it is seen that this measurement, along with the diffractive dijet Results are reported from a study of events with a leading antiproton of beam momentum fraction 0.905 < x F < 0.965 and four-momentum transfer squared |t|
The main result presented in this paper is the measurement of the diffractive structure functionF In this paper, CDF reports the first observation of diffractive j/ψ(→ µ + µ − ) production inpp collisions at √ s = 1.8 TeV. Diffractive events are identified by their rapidity gap signature. In a sample of events with two muons of transverse momentum p µ T > 2 GeV/c within the pseudorapidity region |η| < 1.0, the ratio of diffractive to total J/ψ production rates is found to be R J/ψ = [1.45 ± 0.25]%. The ratio R j/ψ (x) is presented as a function of x-Bjorken. By combining it with the previously CDF measured corresponding ratio R jj (x) for diffractive dijet production, a value of 0.59 ± 0.15 is extracted for the gluon fraction of the diffractive structure function of the proton. Figure 12 shows the ratio of SD to ND events versus x-Bjotken. Integrating the x bj distributions for R jj and R J/ψ in the region 0.004 ≤ x ≤ 0.01 (kinematic boundaries for full acceptance) yields [R jj (x)/R J/ψ (x)] exp = 1.17 ± 0.27 (stat). The gluon fraction of the diffractive structure function of the (anti)proton is found to be f D g = 0.9 ± 0.14 (stat) ± 0.06 (syst), which is consistent with the value 0.54 ± 0.15 obtained by combining the results of diffractive W , dijet, and b-quark production, as discussed in Sec. 2.9. In the region 0.035 < ξ < 0.095, |t| < 1 GeV 2 , and β < 0.5, F D jj (β, ξ) is found to be of the form β −1.0±0.1 ξ −0.9±0.1 , which obeys β-ξ factorization.
The results of this measurement are summarized in Fig. 13 , which displays on (left) the diffractive structure functionsF 
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Diffractive results from CDF 2.13. III A (13) : Diffractive W and Z production at the Fermilab Tevatron (2010)
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This paper reports measurements of the fraction of events with a W or Z boson which are produced diffractively inpp collisions at √ s = 1.96 TeV. The data used are from 0.6 fb −1 of integrated luminosity collected with the CDF II detector equipped with a RPS that detects thep fromp + p →p + [X + W/Z]. It is found that (0.97 ± 0.11)% of W s and (0.85 ± 0.22)% of Zs are produced diffractively in a region of antiproton or proton fractional momentum loss ξ of 0.03 < ξ < 0.10 and four-momentum transferred squared t of −1 < t < 0 (GeV/c) 2 . The events in which the proton scatters diffractively while the antiproton dissociates,p + p → [X + W/Z] + p, are accounted for by doubling the measured proton dissociation fraction. Also reported in this paper are searches for W and Z production in DPE, p +p → p + [X + W/Z] +p, and for exclusive Z production, p + p →p + Z + p. No signal is seen above background for either one of these two processes. The results are compared with theoretical expectations.
A schematic diagram of diffractive W and Z production is shown in Fig. 14 . The main results are summarized in Fig. 15 : on the left, the plot shows distributions of various datasets used for extracting the signal, while the plot on the right shows the W mass distribution extracted from the diffractive event sample. This paper reports results from a comprehensive study of diffractive dijet production inpp collisions at √ s = 1.96 TeV using the CDF II detector at the Fermilab Tevatronpp collider. A data sample from 310 pb −1 of integrated luminosity collected by triggering on a high transverse energy jet, E jet T , in coincidence with a recoil antiproton detected in a RPS is used to measure the ratio of single-diffractive to inclusive-dijet event rates as a function of xp of the interacting parton in the antiproton, the Bjorken-x (xp Bj ), and a Q 2 ≈ (E jet T ) 2 in the ranges 10 −3 < xp Bj < 10 −1 and 10 2 < Q 2 < 10 4 GeV 2 , respectively. Results are presented for the region ofpmomentum-loss fraction 0.03 < ξp < 0.09 and a four-momentum transfer squared tp > −4 GeV 2 . The tp dependence is measured as a function of Q 2 and xp Bj and compared with that of inclusive single diffraction dissociation. Only weak xp Bj and Q 2 dependencies in the ratio of single diffractive to inclusive event rates are found, and no significant Q 2 dependence in the diffractive tp distributions. This is in effect a measurement of thep diffractive structure function inpp collisions. The process is shown in Fig. 16 . Special forward detectors are used, including a RPS, and a MiniPlug calorimeter: Fig. 17 . 
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Diffractive results from CDF
The main results are presented in Figs. 18 and 19 . Figure 18 shows that the ratio of the diffractive to nondiffractive dijet event rates, which in LO is proportional to the ratio of the respective structure functions (NLO corrections are expected to be of O(10%)), varies by less than a factor of two over a Q 2 range of ∼ 10 3 and Fig. 19 presents the −t distribution, which is nearly independent of Q 2 over a wide range of Q 2 values. This paper reports the first observation of dijet events with a DPE topology produced inpp collisions at √ s = 1800 GeV. The events are characterized by a leading antiproton, two jets in the central pseudorapidity region, and a large rapidity gap on the outgoing proton side. Results are presented on jet kinematics and production rates, compared with corresponding results from single diffractive and inclusive dijet production, and tests of factorization are performed.
Process diagrams and results are presented in Figs. 20 and 21 , respectively. Free access on-line publication: https://arxiv.org/submit/1039825/view For completeness, the abstract of the above mini-review is copied below:
Abstract. We present a reference review of central exclusive dijet production inpp collisions, where the proton and antiproton emerge intact, and only two jets of transverse energy above a certain threshold are present in the final state. The results are published in two papers by the Collider Detector at Fermilab (CDF) Collaboration, a PRL (2000) and a PRD (2008), based on data collected at √ s = 1.8 TeV and 1.96 TeV, respectively, and a D0 Collaboration paper from studies at 1.96 TeV. In all three cases predictions for the cross-section of Higgs boson production are discussed, a process that proceeds via a similar mechanism as dijet production. Roman Pot Spectrometers equipped with tracking detectors are used to measure the outgoing antiproton (CDF and D0) and proton (D0), and special forward detectors are employed to help reduce backgrounds and enrich the data in diffractive and exclusive dijet events.
III C (17) :
Observation of rapidity gaps inpp collisions at 1.8 TeV (1995) 4 In pp collisions at √ s = 1.8 TeV jet events are found with a rapidity gap topology. The number of hadrons in the rapidity interval ∆η D between leading-jet cones is sampled by charged tracks with P T > 100 MeV/c. An excess of trackless events beyond that expected in a smooth multiplicity distribution is observed. In a control region outside ∆η D no excess is seen. For ∆η D > 0.8, the fraction of excess trackless events, consistent with estimates based on exchange of color-singlet digluons, is R(gap) = This paper reports a new measurement of dijet production by color-singlet exchange in pp collisions at √ s = 1.8 TeV at the Fermilab Tevatron. In a sample of events with two jets of transverse energy E jet T > 20 GeV, pseudorapidity in the range 1.8 < |η jet | < 3.5, and η 1 η 2 < 0, it is found that a fraction R = 1.13 ± 0.12 (stat) ± 0.11 (syst)% have a pseudorapidity gap within |η| < 1 between the jets that can be attributed to color-singlet exchange. The fraction R shows no significant dependence on E jet T or on the pseudorapidity separation between the jets. The color-singlet signal is extracted using events with jets on opposite sides of the |η| < 1.0 region from the correlation of calorimeter towers versus tracks, as shown in Fig. 23 (left) . The signal is contained mostly in the region of events with zero-tracks and less than three calorimeter towers. In Fig. 23(c) , the ratio of gap to control-sample no-gap events (normalized to be unity on average) is plotted versus 1/2 of the η separation between the jets. It is seen that the gap signal becomes increasingly more dominant as |η 1 − η 2 |/2 increases. 
III C (19) :
Events with a rapidity gap between jets inpp collisions at √ s = 630 GeV (1998) This paper reports a measurement of the fraction of dijet events with a rapidity gap between jets produced by a color-singlet exchange inpp collisions at √ s = 630 GeV at the Fermilab Tevatron. In events with two jets of transverse energy E jet T > 8 GeV, pseudorapidity in the range 1.8 < |η jet | < 3.5, and η 1 η 2 < 0, the color-singlet exchange fraction is found to be R = [2.7±0.7 (stat)±0.6 (syst)]%. Comparisons are made with results obtained at √ s = 1800 GeV and with theoretical expectations. The color-singlet exchange signal is extracted by comparing the track and calorimeter tower multiplicity distributions for opposite-side (OS, η 1 η 2 < 0) dijet events, which are rich in signal, and same-side ones (SS, η 1 η 2 > 0), which are dominated by nondiffractive events. The ratio of OS to SS events, normalized to the SS ones, is plotted in Fig. 24 versus the number of tracks (left) and towers (right). A clear signal is seen in both cases in the regions of N track > 0 and N tower < 3, respectively. ) for calorimeter towers in the regions |η| < 0.9 for opposite-side (OS, η 1 η 2 < 0) dijet events (solid lines), and |η| < 1.05 (|η| < 1.2) for tracks (towers) for same-side (SS, η 1 η 2 > 0) dijet events (dashed lines); (bottom) the bin-by-bin difference between OS and SS events normalized to the number of SS events. The SS distribution is scaled to the OS one by the ratio of OS/SS events for N track > 0 in (a) and Ntower > 2 in (b).
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